SAGE 200

Sage 200 Academy Solution
As a long standing Sage 200 Academy Partner, Dayta offer a choice of Sage products to suit
your school’s needs whether you are a standalone primary with a small budget, or a large Multi
Academy Trust looking for a sophisticated finance solution.
Sage 200 is the high end finance system for schools and it can be operated with one database

which is ideal for Trusts with a central finance team or multiple databases.

Features and Benefits…


Can be operated with a single database or multiple.



A single encompassing Chart of Accounts in the Single database solution.



Consolidated reporting is readily available



Ability to operate with a single bank account across the whole Trust.



A single, simple VAT Return or VAT 126 Return can easily be produced and submitted
to HMRC.



Document layouts – such as purchase orders - can be branded for the Trust as a
whole, but personalised if required to carry individual schools logos.



Access is strictly controlled so an individual user can be given access to just
one school or to many. Any user can be restricted to what they can do. This extends
to individual menu options and also to icons at the top of screens.

Reports…
Sage 200 has a built in, easy to use Report Design module so
you can quickly and simply generate your own reports or edit
the standard ones supplied with the Sage product.
In addition, there are the Dayta Academy Reports written
specifically for schools which include :


Cost Centre Budgets



Month to date and Year to Date Reports



Nominal Code Budgets



Individual School reports or combined school reports.



Summary and Detailed Reports



SoFA



Balance Sheet



Full transactional detail reports are available for
reconciliation of the high level summary reports.

All ESFA reports are kept up to date as part of the annual

support fee.

Other Features and Benefits…


Fixed Asset management – including automatic posting of depreciation is standard in the
package.



Documents can be attached to individual transactions. A supplier invoice could have
attached the purchase order, the goods received note and the invoice itself.



Integration with Excel means you can send reports and data to Excel with ease and
without the need for csv files. Many standard reports are automatically presented in Excel
and incorporate graphs and pivot tables. All the hard work is done for you.



A Business Intelligence Module is included at no additional cost in the Sage 200 product.
Again delivering another set of configurable reports directly to Excel.



Nominal Ledger Journals can be imported from Excel and can be single journals, repeat-

ing journals, recurring journals or reversing journals.


Supplier catalogues can be imported to make purchasing easier and help prevent errors.



A Corrections module makes putting right data entry or posting mistakes very easy to do
(sufficient access rights are needed against a login to do this)



You have control over the range of dates that can be entered for transactions, this means
you can control which period and year transactions can be entered too.



You can have 13 accounting periods which allows one day (period 13, usually 31st August)
for audit adjustments. Periods can be open or closed and, subject to access rights, you

can control how many are open and what can post into them.


Regular invoicing, for example lettings, can be setup as repeat invoice templates and
used daily, weekly, monthly or annually.



Fast retrieval of data is available via friendly searches and filters on all screens.



Online help is available at the click of a button, and relates specifically to what you
are trying to do.



Web-based purchase requisitions are available so anyone with Internet access can
request a purchase to be made, from any device, subject to a full approval process.

Call now for a demonstration at your school – 01296 770007
Enquiries@dayta.co.uk
www.dayta.co.uk/Sage200

